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Brands must help customers do more with less – 31st October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/news/brands-must-help-customers-do-more-with-less/4012465.article

When words aren't enough – 29th October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/opinion/when-words-arent-enough/4012457.article

Only 3% of over 50s think advertising targets them – 24th October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/news/only-3-of-over-50s-think-advertising-targets-them/4012437.article

Qualtrics launches panel management product – 23rd October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/news/qualtrics-launches-panel-management-product/4012431.article

Dominance of touchscreen 'will reduce over the next five years' – 23rd October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/news/dominance-of-touchscreen-will-reduce-over-the-next-five-years/4012432.article

European purchasing power climbs - 22nd October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/news/european-purchasing-power-climbs/4012427.article

Timing set for newspaper audience measurement system – 21st October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/news/timing-set-for-newspaper-audience-measurement-system/4012418.article

'Wellness uprising' sweeping US – 21st October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/news/wellness-uprising-sweeping-us/4012420.article

Snapchat becomes latest app to welcome ads – 21st October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/news/snapchat-becomes-latest-app-to-welcome-ads/4012415.article

CMOs struggle to deliver measurable ROI despite added pressure – 21st October 2014
http://www.research-live.com/news/cmos-struggle-to-deliver-measurable-roi-despite-added-pressure/4012421.article
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Cook It Raw! competition at Majestic MRSS as part of Diwali celebration

The M&E big data problem
In media and entertainment, big data is not leading yet to big insights
by Bruce Friend
October 28, 2014
The following is an excerpt from Building Audience: Courting & Keeping Customers in a Media & Entertainment
Industry Awash in Data, a whitepaper I co-wrote with world-renowned media researcher Bill Harvey.

Media and entertainment (M&E) companies are awash in customer data. Yet companies are struggling to
wade through all that data to better understand customers on a personal level and deliver what they want. In
fact, only 7% of all data collected is tagged, and a mere 1% is analyzed.
Customer patterns of behavior change from day to day and the number of platforms and technologies they
use are constantly in flux. Today’s M&E companies risk becoming trapped in a “catch-up” cycle, like
Sisyphus forced to repeatedly roll an immense boulder uphill, only to watch it roll back down again and
again.
The promise of big data: provide answers to critical business questions within hours, and sometimes
minutes. However, those answers are often incomplete, if not outright wrong.
Big data is often siloed into separate streams of information, so it lacks the necessary structure and
context to provide a full picture. Consider the set top box data collected by many cable companies. This
data is typically controlled by one unit within the company, and it’s often difficult for marketing
professionals to use that data to gain a better understanding of the viewing preferences of individual homes.
As a result, the same multiple-system operator (MSO) goes outside their own company to buy other set top
box data. In other instances, Video on Demand (VOD) data and set top box data are usually never combined
within an MSO. Siloed data, it’s clear, tends to not be very useful.
Big data usually does a good job of revealing the “what”, “where” and “when” of customer behavior,
but not effectively “who” they are nor “why” they behave the way they do.
- See more at: http://www.visioncritical.com/blog/building-audience#sthash.LcQWJuFd.dpuf

Domestic Firms Head Investment Rush in India’s Fastest Growing State
By DezanShira& Associates
DELHI – A multitude of big Indian companies have this week announced plans to invest in Madhya
Pradesh. The state, which recently overtook Bihar to become the fastest growing in India, is set to see
investment in a variety of different sectors, providing a further boost to its already rising GDP.
The largest investment is to come from Reliance Group, a multi-industry conglomerate that is India’s
biggest private sector enterprise. On Thursday, Reliance’s chairman Anil Ambani announced that the group
will invest Rs. 60,000 crore into Madhya Pradesh’s coal, power, cement, and telecom businesses by 2020,
doubling the amount it is currently investing. The stated target of the massive firm is to make Madhya
Pradesh India’s “digital capital” by the middle of next year.

Other companies promising to invest include fellow multi-service conglomerates Essar Group and Adani
Group, with each pledging to inject around Rs. 20,000 crore, collectively creating a slew of new jobs for the
state’s 75 million strong population.
The announcements for investment in Madhya Pradesh come in the wake of NarendraModi’s ambitious
‘Make in India’ campaign, which aims to oversee a comprehensive increase of investment in India.

Speaking at the state government’s mega investor conference, Anil Ambani stated that his company’s
activities in Madhya Pradesh are indeed directly related to Modi’s new campaign, remarking that Reliance
Group are “not only going to ‘Make in India’” but also “make in ‘Madhya Pradesh’”.
For further details or to contact the firm, please email info@dezshira.com or visit www.dezshira.com.

